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Abstract. Skeletal bone age assessment (BAA), as an essential imaging
examination, aims at evaluating the biological and structural maturation
of human bones. In the clinical practice, Tanner and Whitehouse (TW2)
method is a widely-used method for radiologists to perform BAA. The
TW2 method splits the hands into Region Of Interests (ROI) and ana-
lyzes each of the anatomical ROI separately to estimate the bone age. Be-
cause of considering the analysis of local information, the TW2 method
shows accurate results in practice. Following the spirit of TW2, we pro-
pose a novel model called Anatomical Local-Aware Network (ALA-Net)
for automatic bone age assessment. In ALA-Net, anatomical local extrac-
tion module is introduced to learn the hand structure and extract local
information. Moreover, we design an anatomical patch training strategy
to provide extra regularization during the training process. Our model
can detect the anatomical ROIs and estimate bone age jointly in an
end-to-end manner. The experimental results show that our ALA-Net
achieves a new state-of-the-art single model performance of 3.91 mean
absolute error (MAE) on the public available RSNA dataset. Since the
design of our model is well consistent with the well recognized TW2
method, it is interpretable and reliable for clinical usage.
Keywords: Bone age assessment · Medical imaging · Anatomical infor-
mation.
1 Introduction
Skeletal bone age assessment (BAA) aims at evaluating the biological and struc-
tural maturation of human bones. As an essential imaging examination of clinical
diagnosis, bone age assessment is acting in plenty of scenarios, such as identify-
ing the growth disorder of the body or investigating endocrinology problems. In
clinical practice, radiologists perform bone age assessment by analyzing the ossi-
fication patterns visually of the non-dominant hands in X-Ray images. The two
most popular methods adopted by radiologists are Greulich and Pyle (G&P) [4]
and Tanner and Whitehouse (TW2) [18]. The G&P method assesses the entire
hands as a whole, while the TW2 splits the hands into 20 Region Of Interests
(ROI) and analyzes each of them separately to estimate the bone age. Since the
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TW2 method considers the analysis of local information, it shows more accurate
results than the G&P method [9]. Nevertheless, these methods heavily rely on
the expertise, and may be affected by subjective factors during observations and
are considerably time-consuming, which are limitations for clinical applications.
Recently, accompanied by the development of deep learning and computer
vision, the automatic BAA methods have shown great potential. Thanks to
the public BAA dataset released by the Radiological Society of North Amer-
ica (RSNA) [6], a series of deep learning methods are proposed and achieve
impressive performance based on the dataset. Since the RSNA dataset only pro-
vides image-level annotations, most of these works adopt end-to-end training
approaches and are not built to explicitly exploit the information of hand struc-
ture and local information. To make better use of anatomical local information,
BoNet[2] proposes to perform BAA by using hand keypoints heatmap as the
input of network along with the hand image, to leverage the information of
anatomical ROIs. The BoNet raises a useful viewpoint for using local informa-
tion, while there are further limitations. The BoNet requires hand keypoints as
input of the network during not only training but also inference, which should
be provided by another network or human annotations in the paper.
In this paper, to make better use of anatomical information and facilitate
clinical usage, we propose a novel Anatomical Local-Aware Network (ALA-Net)
for bone age assessment. We list the advantages of our method below:
1. We propose an anatomical local extraction module to learn the hand struc-
ture and extract local information for BAA. Unlike BoNet, our ALA-Net can
extract the anatomical ROIs (Fig. 1) and evaluate the bone age jointly in an
end-to-end manner. Benefiting from multi-task learning, the performances
of anatomical region detection and BAA are significantly improved.
2. Inspired by the TW2 method, we further propose an anatomical patch train-
ing strategy, which can be regarded as an effective regularization technique
during the training process.
3. Our approach is well consistent with the well recognized clinical assessment
method (i.e., TW2) in BAA, which means the model structure is reliable
and interpretable for clinical usage.
Experiments show that ALA-Net outperforms other state-of-the-art single-
model methods, and achieves 3.91 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) on the RSNA
dataset. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of each component of the network design
is validated through the ablation study.
2 Related work
Earlier deep learning based methods for bone age assessment adopt the end-to-
end deep neural models, which take the whole hand image as input and make
prediction for bone age. Larson et al. [10] use a deep residual network with 50
layers to predict probability scores for each month. Spampinato et al. [15] vali-
date the effectiveness of deep CNNs pre-trained on general imagery in the bone
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1. (a) Original image. (b) Hand keypoint annotation used in BoNet [2]. (c) We
convert the keypoints to bounding boxes which are used in our method to learn hand
structure and extract local information.
age regression model. Torres et al. [19] introduce a carefully tuned architecture
called GPNet for BAA. Even though achieving promising results, these models
do not consider the local information of different bones. Accordingly, the models
are lack of interpretability and have limited performance.
More recently, with the rapid progress of applying deep learning in medical
image [3,5,1,20], researchers have paid more attention to excavate the anatomi-
cal information for BAA or tried to incorporate human prior knowledge in the
task. PRSNet [8] uses a part selection module to select the most helpful hand
parts for BAA and uses part relation module to model the multi-scale context
information. Liu et al. [11] propose to use the attention agent to discover the
discriminative bone parts and extract features from these parts. Although the
importance of bone part information is emphasized in their methods, there are
also certain limitations. Due to the lack of prior knowledge of hand structure,
the selected parts are more likely to the central regions of the hand, which can
not capture the anatomical information of hand. To solve this problem, Esco-
bar et al. [2] proposes BoNet, which uses hand pose estimation as the new task to
extract local information. Specifically, BoNet uses the heatmap generated from
hand keypoints as the input of the network along with the image. The man-
ually annotated keypoints or pre-computed keypoints are required in both the
training and inference stage, which leads to limited usability. Unlike BoNet, our
ALA-Net learns the hand structure and anatomical ROIs itself, which boosts the
performance through multi-task learning. Meanwhile, our end-to-end model is
more convenient for practical usage since we do not need keypoints input during
inference. Besides, there are also some works trying to estimate ages from MR
images by deep learning methods [16,17].
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Fig. 2. Overview of our proposed anatomical local-aware network.
3 Methodology
Overall Framework: The overview of our method is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Taking the hand image as input, the network combines global feature, local
feature, and gender feature to conduct bone age assessment. The global feature is
generated by the ResNet-50, while the local feature is the output of our proposed
local extraction module. We use the same gender feature as in [8]. We formulate
the bone age assessment problem as an ordinal regression problem, and the
final prediction is made by the multi-layer perceptron. Meanwhile, we use the
anatomical patch training strategy to regularize the network during training. In
the following sections, we describe the design of each part in detail.
Anatomical Local Extraction Module: The anatomical structure provides
rich information for the assessment of bone age. It has been proven that the local
analysis of hand is essential in BAA in the TW2 method [9]. Furthermore, from
the perspective of multi-task training, the understanding of hand structure can
be regarded as an additional task to promote the training of the network. Thus,
we propose an anatomical local extraction module to perform local analysis and
learn the hand structure at the same time.
As shown in Fig. 2, the anatomical local extraction module takes the output
feature of the 4th block of ResNet as input, and a region proposal network (RPN)
is applied to generate ROI proposals. We only leave the top 17 ROIs according
to the definition of hand keypoints. Then, the ROI align module extracts local
features for the ROIs. We use a shared ROI head with four convolution layers
and one fully-connection layer to transform the ROI features. Finally, we apply
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max pooling across the ROI features to aggregate the transformed ROI features
and output the local feature for further analysis of BAA.
The original annotations of hand pose are a series of points, and we need to
use boxes for local extraction. Hence, during the training time, we replace the
point annotations by boxes centered at the points (Fig. 1). We use the same loss
function as in [13] to train RPN, and we denote the loss function of RPN as
LRPN .
Ordinal Regression: The commonly used L2 loss varies widely in scale during
the training process, which causes difficulty for convergence in multi-task train-
ing. To tackle this problem, we use ordinal regression [12] to predict bone age. In
the ordinal regression method, the regression problem of K ranks is transformed
into a K − 1 binary classification problem. For each rank r ∈ {0, 1, ...,K − 2}
and an example with rank y, a binary classifier is adopted to classify whether
the y is larger than r. We implement the prediction by using K − 1 dimension
logits followed by the sigmoid activation function, and it is intuitive to employ
the binary cross-entropy loss as loss function,
Lord(o, y) =
1
K − 1
K−2∑
k=0
BCE(ok, 1{y > k}), (1)
where o is the K − 2 dimension output probabilities, y is the target rank, and
BCE denotes binary cross entropy loss. During the inference time, we could
simply add the probabilities of all ranks to output the predicted bone age.
Anatomical Patch Training: Crop augmentation is a frequently-used tech-
nique for training neural networks. The augmentation method can enrich the
dataset and make the network more robust to the small variations of the in-
put images. For general images, it is a common practice to crop the images
in a random region. While in our task, to integrate anatomical knowledge into
our network, we propose to train BAA on the detected anatomical ROIs as a
data augmentation method. As shown in the bottom right part in Fig. 2, dur-
ing the training stage, we use a multi-layer perceptron to predict bone ages on
the features of each ROI patch and train the model by ordinal regression losses
described above. The 17 ROIs detected by the local extraction module are used
in this step.
The anatomical patch training method is inspired by the clinical practice
of the TW2 method. The TW2 method performs intensive local analysis on
different bone parts and combine the results to make a final decision. Following
this spirit, our anatomical patch training strategy aims at teaching the network
to evaluate the growth of each bone, which promotes the performance of BAA.
In consequence, the anatomical patch training method is well consistent with
the motivation of the TW2 method.
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Loss function: Our network can be trained end-to-end using a compound loss
function:
Ltotal = Lord + L
patch
ord + LRPN , (2)
where Lord and LRPN are introduced in previous subsections, and L
patch
ord is the
ordinal regression loss for anatomical patch training.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Setup
Dataset and Metric: We conduct all experiments on the RSNA Pediatric
Bone Age Challenge dataset[6]. The RSNA dataset consists of 12611 images for
training, 1425 images for validation, and 200 images for testing. We use the hand
keypoints annotations provided by [2]. We report all the results on the test set.
The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between ground-truth age and predicted age
is reported to evaluate the model performance, and the unit of measurement is
month.
Network: We implement the network using PyTorch. We resize the long side
of the input images to 512 pixels and keep the original aspect ratios. The box
size of anatomical ROI is set to be 64 × 64. During the training stage, we use
Adam optimizer to optimize the network. The learning rate is set to be 0.001
initially and reduced by a factor of 10 at 30k and 40k iteration, respectively.
We train the network for 50k iterations and use a batch size of 32. Apart from
the anatomical patch training method, we use horizontal flipping and random
scaling as data augmentation. The total training process costs about 5 hours
with 2 TITAN RTX GPU cards, and the inference time is 0.036s per image.
Table 1. Ablation study of bone age assessment.
ResNet-50 Local extraction Patch training MAE
X 4.92
X X 4.53
X X 4.49
X X X 3.91
4.2 Ablation Study
Bone Age Assessment: We first study the effect of each component in the
ALA-Net, i.e., anatomical local extraction module and anatomical patch train-
ing. The experimental results are shown in Table 1. Without both of these com-
ponents, the ALA-Net degrades to the ResNet-50, which produces the MAE
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score of 4.92. When the anatomical local extraction module is applied to this
model, the MAE score becomes 4.53, which is an improvement of 0.39 in MAE.
The improvement confirms the necessity of learning anatomical structures and
extracting local features. We also test the performance of ResNet-50 with the
anatomical patch training strategy alone. In this circumstance, the network can
not generate ROI proposals itself, hence we use the annotated ROIs during the
training stage to replace the proposals predicted by the region proposal network.
The anatomical patch training strategy performs a strong regularization for the
network, and improves the MAE score to 4.49. Combining these two components,
our ALA-Net achieves 3.91 MAE.
Table 2. Ablation study of ROI detection.
Method AP(%) AP50(%) AP75(%)
RPN 86.2 97.9 96.2
ALA-Net(our) 89.2 98.0 98.0
Anatomical ROI Detection: Our model detects anatomical ROIs and per-
forms bone age assessment jointly. We observe that the ROI detection also bene-
fits from the multi-task learning experimentally. We use mean Average Precision
(AP) at Intersection over Union (IoU) at [0.5 : 0.05 : 0.95] to measure the perfor-
mance. The results are shown in Table 2. We use a vanilla RPN as the baseline,
and our model outperforms the RPN significantly, which demonstrates that our
model has a better understanding of the hand structure.
Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the RSNA dataset. Notations:
“Global” – using global information; “Local” – using local information.
Method Global Local MAE
Human[10] 7.32
Larson[10] X 6.24
Ren[14] X 5.20
Iglovikov[7] X X 4.97
PRSNet[8] X X 4.49
AR-CNN[11] X X 4.38
BoNet[2] X X 4.14
ALA-Net(Our) X X 3.91
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Male, 199 
203.4 
Male, 34 
32.2
Female, 75 
70.1
Female, 139 
133.7
Female, 144 
135.7
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3. Case study. (a) The original image. (b) Gender and ground truth age, ROIs.
(c) Predicted age and ROIs.
4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Arts
In this subsection, we compare our network with previous state-of-the-art single-
model methods. The results are shown in Table 3. For each method, we show
whether it uses global or local information for BAA. The human performance
of bone age assessment is 7.32 MAE [10]. The approaches only using global
feature have a slightly better performance than humans. Our ALA-Net yields
better performance since we consider both global and local features. Compared
with the approaches using both global and local features, our model still has
significant advantages. It is attributed to not only the learning of the anatomical
structure of hand but also the effectiveness of anatomical local information. As
a result, our method achieves a performance gain of 0.23 MAE over the previous
SOTA [2], which is a relative improvement of 5.6%.
For a better understanding of our method, we show some randomly sampled
examples in Fig. 3. We can observe that the detected anatomical ROIs are close
to the annotations, which leads to accurate BAA results.
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5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel model called ALA-Net for bone age assessment.
The anatomical local extraction model is introduced to learn the structure of
hands and extract local information. The anatomical patch training strategy
further provides a regularization term to enhance the performance of bone age
assessment. Experimental results on the RSNA dataset demonstrates that our
model achieves a new state-of-the-art result. Moreover, since the design of our
model takes human priors into account, it is well interpretable and reliable for
medical practice. Our work emphasizes the importance of medical prior knowl-
edge for model design. We encourage further exploration of how to integrate
medical knowledge into medical image analysis.
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